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Sustainable architecture has been in practice for longer than many schol-
ars realize. There is, however, a continuous debate in design, architecture, 
and construction circles on creating sustainable environments, and there 
are widely varying views as to how sustainability can be approached, 
researched, and practiced. The mainstream utilization of sustainable 
design and planning parameters has recently gained importance among 
academics and practitioners. Coupled with advanced conceptual de-
sign and performance evaluation tools the application of information and 
building technologies enabled the delivery of a more sustainable built 
environment in response to government, industry and societal needs. The 
trans-disciplinary nature of sustainability as it applies to a wide spectrum 
of environments now mandates a closer and critical look on current prac-
tices and a testing of emerging ideas and applications. 

For this issue of Open House International interested scholars, academics, 
and practitioners are invited to submit expressions of interest to the guest 
editors. Contributions must address the multifaceted nature of sustainabil-
ity as it applies to architecture and/or the urban environment. Issues of 
interest include:

• Paradigmatic transformations in architecture and ecology
• Population growth, urban sprawl and slow urbanism.
• Self-sustained and energy autonomous communities
• Sustainable building systems and performance evaluation
• Users wellbeing and healthy buildings and communities
• Advances in low carbon building design
• Architectural and urban education for a sustainable future
• Applications of digital technologies in sustainable design processes
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